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CASA – “HPC” developments at ESO
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Introduction

- ALMA datasets are large
  typical sizes of a single dataset with high spectral res. will be 500 GB 
  (MS format, 0.5 h obs time = 1 SB, 40 antennas)

- CASA 3.4 is too slow
  already processing a ca. 50 GB dataset takes ca. 2.5 h on a 3 GHz machine
  => processing one typical SB execution from cycle 1 will take one day 

- HPC = High Performance Computing,  term stems from the supercomputer scene

- Study shows not all processing tasks are I/O limited, especially not when a
  fast filesystem is available (e.g. SSD or Lustre)

- Up to release 3.4, CASA ran (mostly) on a single processor

- goal: accelerate CASA by parallelization
     - Design proposed and partially implemented by J. Kern. and H. Ye since ca. r3.3
     - for 4.0: ESO HPC group formed for finishing the implementation  
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CASA parallelization 

- non-trivial parallelization
  → already implemented in some parts of the imaging code
  → achieved on the C++ level using OpenMP
  → completely transparent to the user
  → not applicable to most of the processing tasks
  → time-consuming to develop and debug

- trivial parallelization 
   → idea: split the input data into independent chunks, process them in parallel
   → design exists (J. Kern): 
            - task partition splits the data along the time and frequency axes   
                into a   Multi-MS (MMS)  - looks like a single MS 
                                                           but is many sub-MSs underneath
            - all subsequent tasks recognize the MMS and parallelize themselves to
              process the sub-MSs accordingly.
   → mostly transparent to the user
   → applicable to many of the processing tasks, more simple to test and debug 
   → proven overall speed-up by factors > 2 depending on the file-system used
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CASA parallelization
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CASA parallelization 
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CASA parallelization

Partitioning remains
fixed during calibration.

A repartitioning may be
applied before imaging
but costs time.
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ASDM importasdm
+ partition MMS

                  applycal + split 

imaging

               final image cube

calibrated MMS

...

imaging imaging...
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CASA parallelization

happens task by task

ASDM importasdm
+ partition MMS

                  applycal + split

imaging

               final image cube

calibrated MMS

...

imaging imaging...

...

next task

...

next task
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“HPC” work at ESO for 4.0 dev. cycle

- Started in the 4.0 development cycle (May – October 2012)
- team: Justo, Sandra, Dirk
- original draft plan: 
      Step 1: create some monitoring and assessment utilities for the parallelization
                   framework and the MMSs
      Step 2: complete the partition task and the parallelization framework
                  (create proper unit tests, debug the existing prototypes, document)
      Step 3: go through all parallelizable tasks and make them work in the
                   parallelization framework (extend unit tests accordingly, document),
                   imaging parallelization will be done by K. Golap in Socorro
      Step 4: create at least two end-to-end regression tests which use the
                   new framework, debug as necessary, and measure speed-up
      Step 5: have beta testers exercise the system and debug problems found
      Step 6: Create “split2” task, a combination of applycal, split, and partition
                   functionality  (recurring pattern in analysis scripts)
                   to achieve further speed-up by avoiding I/O on intermediate data
                   (may need to go into release 4.1 depending on available time)
      Step 7: Final touches and document for inclusion into release 4.0
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“HPC” work at ESO for 4.0 dev. cycle

- Started in the 4.0 development cycle (May – October 2012)
- team: Justo, Sandra, Dirk
- actually followed plan: 
      Step 1: create some monitoring and assessment utilities for the parallelization
                   framework and the MMSs                                                                           [done]
      Step 2: complete the partition task and the parallelization framework
                  (create proper unit tests, debug the existing prototypes, document)     [done]
      Step 3: go through all important parallelizable tasks and make them work in the
                   parallelization framework (extend unit tests accordingly, document)    [done]
                   imaging parallelization will be done by K. Golap in Socorro -> pclean
      Step 4: create at least two end-to-end regression tests which use the
                   new framework, debug as necessary, and measure speed-up         [ongoing]
      Step 5: have beta testers exercise the system and debug problems found [ongoing]
      Step 6: Create “split2” task, a combination of applycal, split, and partition
                   functionality  (recurring pattern in analysis scripts)
                   to achieve further speed-up by avoiding I/O on intermediate data
                                                                      [not done, needed to go into release 4.1 cycle]
      Step 7: Final touches and document for inclusion in CASA 4.0                          [done]
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“HPC” work at ESO for 4.0 dev. cycle

- Work documented in
   1) Umbrella ticket CAS-4106
   2) Umbrella ticket CAS-4372
   3) Report “HPC-in-CASA-4.0.pdf” 
       (attached to ticket CAS-4106 and temporarily available at
        ftp://ftp.eso.org/pub/general/dpetry/hpc/HPC-in-CASA-4.0.pdf )
- Meetings with Jeff et al. to take place week of 22 October in Socorro
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